We introduce "Lawson homology groups" L r H 2 r+i(X f 2i) associated to an arbitrary projective algebraic variety X over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0 and a prime I ^ p. Our work is directly inspired by recent work of Blaine Lawson (cf. [5, 6]), consisting in part of an algebraization of Lawson's geometric ideas and analytic arguments.
Definitions.
The starting point of our work is the Chow variety C r>d (X,j) of effective (homogeneous, of dimension equal to) r cycles of degree d on the projective space P^ supported on the variety X, where X has given a closed embedding j: X cP N We require a functor from algebraic varieties to topological spaces. We use the following composition of four functors:
where (-)et is the étale topological type functor from varieties to inverse systems of simplicial sets (cf. [4] ), (Z//)oo() is the Bousfield-Kan Z//-completion functor (cf. [1] ), holim(-) is the Bousfield-Kan homotopy inverse limit functor (cf. [1] ), and Re() is the geometric realization functor from simplicial sets to topological spaces. DEFINITION If we restrict our attention to complex varieties and if we replace the functor | • | by the functor () an which associates to a complex variety its underlying topological space with the analytic topology, then the above construction yields a space Q& r (X* n ), the analytic stable Chow space ofrcycles. In the special case in which X = P^, the space %ÇP N ) considered by Lawson is homotopy equivalent to the identity component of Q& r (X an ). More generally, Q^r(X an ) entails the stabilization of Ud>o c rA x ™>J) with respect to all its connected components, whereas Lawson's original construction involved stabilization with respect to addition of multiples of a chosen linear subspace assumed to lie in X [5] . Lawson's proof of his main theorem (Theorem 2 of [5] ; our algebraic version is Theorem 6 below) taken in conjunction with the topological group completion property of Proposition 2 applies to prove an analogous theorem for 0& r (X* n ) valid for any complex projective variety X and including a nontrivial statement concerning connected components. The homotopy groups 7r*(£l^r(X an )) are an integral form for n*(Q& r (X)) whose complexification 7r*(Q^r(A ran )) ® C admits the structure of a colimit of mixed Hodge structures respected by many of our algebraic arguments.
In what follows, we ignore this finer structure provided when k = C by Cl& r (X an ), choosing to concentrate on the more algebraic £l3 § r (X). for any 0 < r < dim(7), 0 < i, where c = dim(X) -dim(7).
The proofs of properties 4(a), (c), (d) use rational continuous maps, our name for correspondences sufficiently like morphisms that they induce continuous maps via the functor | • |. Property 4(b) is a consequence of the algebraic nature of the definition of Lawson homology groups.
As mentioned earlier, the special cases r = 0 and i = 0 yield familiar invariants. The proof that LQHI(X, Z/) equals /-adic etale homology relies upon an analysis by P. Deligne [2] of the etale cohomology of symmetric products of varieties as well as the classical Dold-Thom theorem [3] . The fact that L r H2 r (X,2i) equals algebraic r-cycles modulo algebraic equivalence is proved using the group completion assertion of Proposition 2 and an understanding of the connected components of LI</> 0 C r j(X, j).
3. Algebraic suspension. Following Lawson [5] , we consider the "algebraic suspension" operation Z() sending a closed algebraic subvariety Y of P n to its cone £7 in P n+1 (defined by the same homogeneous equations not involving the new homogeneous coordinate). Theorem 6 is our algebraic generalization of Lawson's main theorem [5, Theorem 2] . The proof of Theorem 8 entails an investigation of the natural map from a sufficiently general component of codimension 1 cycles to Pico(X). This enables us to verify that the homotopy type of the fiber of the map from |Q^n_i(X)| -• |Pic(Z)| is essentially the /-adic homotopy type of infinite complex projective space.
